The Hunter Gatherer

Announcements, Events and Opportunities for Hunter Students

(From left) Karen Hunter, Greg Palast, and Charles Tien

Speaking of Justice - Election 2020

Who Has the Answers? Students Ask the Questions.
Join us tonight for a Roosevelt House Dialogue with Hunter Friends, Faculty and Students.
Hunter Happenings

Ongoing

Information for Students ➤
Get assistance with online advising, student services, remote learning, tutoring and technology. Find out how to visit campus, get an ID card, park your bike, locate study spaces and stay safe.

CUNY Coronavirus Update ➤
Follow policy changes, and find resources for food, housing, funding, unemployment and travel.

Tuesday, November 3

General Election Day ➤
Visit the NYC Board of Elections to find your poll site.

Wednesday, November 4

Career Fair – Social Services & Healthcare ➤
Discuss jobs and internships with recruiters from Weill Cornell, Columbia University, New Horizon Counseling Center, and LifeSci NYC.

Thursday, November 5

Info Session – Internships in Social Services ➤
Learn about internships in social services, social research and community affairs, and how you can get
credit for the experience.

Tuesday, November 10

Info Session – ClassiCorps Teaching Fellowship ➤
You could earn a free Master of Arts in Teaching while completing hands-on classroom training at one of New York City’s highest-performing schools.

Tuesday, November 10

Workshop – Digital Industry Apprenticeship ➤
COOP Careers’ Recruiting Team will explain how their Digital Apprenticeship program will jump-start your career in digital marketing and data analytics.

Wednesday, November 11

Day in the Life of a Judge ➤
Judge Ruth Pickholz, BA ’71, Supreme Court, Criminal Term, New York County, will host a discussion with her court staff highlighting their roles in courtroom procedures. RSVP.

Wednesday, November 11

Info Session – Hunter Mellon Arts Fellowships ➤
Learn how you could receive stipends for non-profit arts internships, plus pre-professional mentoring, grad school preparation, networking and introduction to leaders in the arts. Register now.

Thursday, November 12

Info Session – Life Science Internships ➤
Learn about paid full-time internships next summer in diverse scientific research and business fields including biology, biochemistry, finance, marketing, data science, public policy, supply chain and IT.
Tuesday, November 17

Career Panel – Research Administrator, Weill Cornell ➤

Join us for an inspiring discussion on how to become a successful research administrator and make an impact in medical research.

Thanks for reading!
Like what you see here or want to see something else? Send us feedback here.
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